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Local thermodynamic derivation of Young’s equation
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Abstract

A derivation of Young’s equation based on the energy balance near the contact line is presented. Our proposal is rigorous and
errors identified in the usual local derivation. It is valid under very general conditions (for any geometry, in a gravitational field
compressive fluids). Deviations of the contact angle from Young’s equation are discussed in several cases: surfaces of high curvat
tension. Finally, the relationship between surface tensions and surface energies comes as an additional, natural result. Our de
provides a new physical insight into the equilibrium of forces acting near the contact line. Its local character makes the recourse
analysis unnecessary, which results in a great simplification when compared to other general treatments.
 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

As early as 1805, Thomas Young [1] stated that whe
liquid makes contact with a solid surface it will approach
contact line following a dihedral angle,θ , that depends o
the solid and liquid surfaces according to his famous eq
tion

(1)σLV cosθ = σSV − σSL,

whereσij are called the “surface tensions” of the interfac
He argued that Eq. (1) reveals an equilibrium of “three for
acting on the angular particles (of the liquid), one in the
rection of the surface of the fluid only (σLV ), the second in
that of the common surface of the solid and fluid (σSL), and
the third in that of the exposed surface of the solid (σSV).”
In 1830, Gauss introduced the concept of surface energy
applied it to the phenomenon of capillarity [2]. However
was several decades later (around 1880), when Gibbs [3
veloped the thermodynamics of solid–liquid–vapor syste
very elegantly and, thus, founded the study of phenom
related to surface tension on more solid ground. In part
lar, he showed that surface tensions result from the ex
free energy that can be assigned to the atoms at the
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faces when compared to the bulk. From this point of vi
the shape of liquid surfaces is governed by the condi
of minimum energy and, consequently, Young’s equa
could be derived from this condition. In fact, this non
cal approach has been applied to special, elementary
(such as drops in contact with solid surfaces in the abs
of gravity and thin capillaries [4] or the meniscus form
on a vertical solid wall [5]) where the total energy can
calculated analytically. In more general cases, where an
ical solutions do not exist (e.g., drops under gravity [6]
menisci inside thick capillaries [7]), variational methods
used or, alternatively, the energy is calculated numeric
[6,8]. The conclusion is always the same: minimization
the total energy in any particular case leads to Young’s e
tion. In contrast with these particular situations, the anal
by Gibbs is valid for any geometry and includes grav
explicitly. In fact, the scope of Gibbs’ work goes far b
yond the problem of the contact angle and, for this rea
makes use of a formalism that results cumbersome w
one is interested in this particular subject. This is perh
the reason that, aside from Johnson’s paper (see below
have not found Gibbs’ derivation reproduced nor adapte
any later author [9]. Instead, a local analysis is usually
lowed.

Let us briefly review the existing local derivation. Fro
the geometrical point of view, Young’s equation is a bou
ary condition on the liquid–vapor surface. Consequentl
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Fig. 1. When the liquid advances, the area of the LV surface will incre
by a value proportional to cosθ , provided that the new surface meets t
initial one asymptotically. This geometrical construction is the basis of
most popular “derivation” of Young’s equation.

should be possible to derive it by quantifying the energy n
the contact line. The arguments of this local approach
be easily understood with the help of the geometrical c
struction detailed in Fig. 1. Letθ correspond to equilibrium
therefore, the energy will not change up to first order
ter a slight increase,δθ , of the contact angle. According t
the geometrical construction of Fig. 1, it is argued that
perturbation induces a variation of the liquid–vapor surf
area,δALV , which is proportional to the liquid–solidδASL
through

(2)δALV = δASL cosθ.

This relationship allows the calculation of the energy
crements related to surfaces:

δUσ = σLVδALV + (σSL − σSV)δASL

(3)= [
σLV cosθ + (σSL − σSV)

]
δASL.

In the absence of other contributions to the energy v
ations (e.g., gravity), the equilibrium conditionδU = 0 im-
plies Young’s equation (1). Despite the easy criticism t
can be addressed to this derivation (see Section 2), it
survived as the most popular general proof of Young’s eq
tion. For instance, we find it in the textbook of physics
Poynting and Thomson [10] and in the treatise of surf
chemistry by Adamson [11]; Sommerfield [12] used it in t
case of a meniscus; etc. [13–16].

The correctness of this local derivation has been the
ject of great debate, which from time to time has led s
eral authors to doubt the validity of Young’s equation itse
A good example of the confusion created around this s
ject is the discussions held during a conference devote
surface activity in 1957, where it was argued that Youn
equation fails under gravity [17]. In order to test this h
pothesis, several papers followed this conference which
rigorous and valuable derivations [5,6] that apply, in fact
particular geometries under gravity. Perhaps the most
ebrated contribution was that by Johnson [18] which w
considered at that time as correct [19,20] or even “defi
tive” in the review of the subject by Zisman [21]. Howev
Johnson followed the steps already outlined by Gibbs’
most one century before and should therefore be consid
an attempt to simplify Gibbs’ derivation [22]. This aim w
not fulfilled, it seems, because Johnson’s approach ha
been reproduced by any later author.

Despite its inherent problems (see Section 2), the geo
rical construction of Fig. 1 still survives [13,16] and cont
ues raising doubts about the validity of Young’s equati
Several examples can illustrate these doubts. The recen
velopment of extensive numerical calculations has mad
possible to test Young’s equation from first principles. Init
attempts that treated each of the phases in contact as a
tinuum gave negative results [23,24]. The interesting as
of this failure is that these authors did not conclude that t
method had some problems, but that Young’s equation
erroneous [25]. Once again, one sees that although an
working in the field of surface phenomena will often de
with contact angles, the equation governing their value
equilibrium is usually under suspicion. Which would oth
wise be the reason for doing measurements of contact a
during free fall [26] or for computing the energy of a dr
under gravity [8]? At present there is a paper [27] wh
more elaborate simulations confirm Young’s equation o
microscopic basis [28]. Finally, we should point out that
rect experimental verifications of Young’s equation are v
scarce [29,30] because, in most cases, it is impossib
measureσSL and the determination ofσSV is usually prob-
lematic.

The main purpose of this paper is to present an orig
and general derivation of Young’s equation, founded on t
modynamic grounds. The analysis is local, in the sense
the energy balance is applied to a small volume near the
tact line (local analysis). Despite that any displacemen
the contact line will produce energy changes in the res
the system (nonlocal perturbation), our method allows u
write down a rigorous local balance equation. In fact, to
knowledge it constitutes the single rigorous local derivat
of Young’s equation (1). It is valid within a number of ge
eral, clearly stated hypotheses. In particular, it is shown
Young’s equation is obeyed under gravity and for all geom
tries.

2. Criticism of the existing local derivation

From the historical review in our Introduction, it follow
that the only general derivation of Young’s equation base
a local analysis of the contact line is that illustrated by
geometrical construction of Fig. 1, and reproduced in S
tion 1. In this section we will give some arguments (ba
on the energy balance of particular cases) that invalidate
local derivation.
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Fig. 2. Changes in the shape of a drop when the wetted surface ar
creases.

2.1. Local status of the geometrical construction

The validity of the construction in Fig. 1 would be gene
(for any geometry without gravity) provided that its pr
sumed local character were really local. That would be
if the energy variations near the contact line could be u
to compute the energy variation of the whole system. In
absence of gravity, only the surface energy varies. Co
quently, the local derivation assumes that the variation
the whole surface areas are equal to the local variationsδALV
andδASV shown in Fig. 1. In other words, beyond point
in Fig. 1 the LV surface area should not change up to
order in δx. This point could be ensured if, as sketched
Fig. 1, far enough from the contact line, the LV surfaces
mained unchanged [32]. However, this asymptotic beha
is not true in general. In the particular case of a drop (Fig
volume conservation obviously implies that the whole LV
terface is modified. We conclude that the local geometr
construction of Fig. 1 cannot be considered as a correct
for computing the variations of the whole surface energ
and, therefore, it cannot be the basis of a rigorous deriva
of Young’s equation.

It is worth noting that, without gravity, minimization o
the total energy is equivalent toδUσ = 0 and, therefore, th
validity of Young’s equation ensures that the variations of
whole surface areas always follow Eq. (2). Thus, we arriv
the striking conclusion that, in the absence of gravity, fr
Young’s equation (1) (by introducing it into Eq. (3)) one c
derive Eq. (2) but the reverse is not true, because there
a priori proof of Eq. (2).

2.2. Drop under gravity

Let us show that the problems with the geometrical c
struction leading to Eq. (2) become still more apparent w
analyzing the case of a drop under gravity. We will explic
show that, in this particular case, Eq. (2) is no longer v
even when considering the whole surface (because the
beyond point B in Fig. 2 has now varied). This can be pro
very easily, as follows. In equilibrium, a small displacem
will not increase the total energy. That is,

(4)δU = δUg + δUσ = 0,

whereδUg andδUσ correspond to the increments of gra
tational and surface energies, respectively. From Eq. (4)
can write:

(5)δUσ ≡ (σSL − σSV)δASL + σLVδALV = −δUg.
-

a

Fig. 3. An increment of the height,h, of the column of liquid inside a thin
capillary increases theASL area but leaves theALV surface area unchange

An elementary geometrical inspection of Fig. 2 leads

−δUg = α
1

2
ρgδASLH

2,

whereρ andg are the liquid density and the acceleration
gravity, respectively,H is the drop height, andα is a numeri-
cal factor near unity. Therefore,Ug is not minimal but varies
in first order ofδASL and cannot be neglected in Eq. (
Now, introduction of Eq. (2) and that for−δUg above into
Eq. (5) would lead to the conclusion that Young’s equa
is not valid. However, precisely because Young’s equatio
valid in general [3] and in this particular case [6,8], it fo
lows from our argument that Eq. (2) is false under grav
This makes it absolutely clear that the usual, widely quo
local proof of Young’s equation (Section 1) is not valid
general.

In general terms, we can then state thatδUg and δUσ

are coupled. Obviously, also this fact makes the geomet
construction of Fig. 1 of questionable applicability. This
pect will become clearer below. We can say, in passing,
simultaneous consideration of Eqs. (2) and (5) as valid
Pethica and Pethica [17] and others [32] to conclude tha
contact angle progressively deviates from the value give
Young’s equation when drops become large. This sugge
was later ruled out, both from numerical calculations ba
on precise drop shapes [8] and experimentally [33].

2.3. The geometrical construction under gravity

Although we think that the arguments given above sho
leave few doubts about the inapplicability of the geometr
construction of Fig. 1, we will now give an additional e
ample showing that under gravity this construction does
relate correctly theδA increments (i.e., Eq. (2) is not valid
and, consequently,δUg andδUσ are necessarily coupled.

Consider the case of a thin capillary (Fig. 3). A sm
increment (in fact a reduction) of the contact angle w
increase the height of the water column byδh. The corre-
sponding variation inASL will not be accompanied by an
variation ofALV (in contrast to Eq. (2)). Ifh is just the equi-
librium value, then the corresponding increment of the s
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surface energy, namely(σSL − σSV)δALV , will be exactly
balanced by the gravitational energy decrease. Clearl
Fig. 3δALV = 0 andδASL �= 0, and thus Eq. (2) breaks dow
for sure.

Before leaving this section, we must say that the ar
ments that follow the geometrical construction in Fig. 1
not a simplified version of any rigorous analysis of the
cal energy balance. This analysis does not exist and,
sequently, this local “derivation” is not founded on so
ground.

3. Local thermodynamic derivation

3.1. The derivation

In the former sections, we have shown that the exis
local, general derivation of Young’s equation is erroneo
This is why an alternative derivation, valid for all geometr
and under gravity, is proposed below. Consider the follow
conditions:

1a. Every phase is homogeneous and continuous up t
corresponding interface.

1b. Every interface is geometrically defined by a surf
(i.e., a region of zero thickness).

1c. The free energy per unit volume of any region is in
pendent of its proximity to the interfaces.

2. The LV, SL, and SV interfaces have a free energy
unit area equal toσLV , σSV, andσSL [34], respectively,
and their dependence on surface curvature is neglig

3. The energy of the contact line is negligible.
4. The variations of free energy related to the vapor ph

are negligible.

It will be shown below that, under these conditions, a d
placement of the contact line is reversible when Youn
equation holds,

σLV cosθ = σSV − σSL,

where θ is the contact angle measured at a distance
ymptotically close to the contact line (under the conditio
above).

The derivation will rely on the energy balance of a sm
volume around a short portion of the contact line (Fig. 4
Its lengthl in the direction orthogonal to the paper will b
short, up to the point that it can be considered as a stra
line, but much longer than the thickness of the elemen
fluid, h. This is possible irrespective of the curvature of
contact line, provided that conditions 1 are fulfilled. The v
ume element considered is extended along the solid su
beyond the contact line in both directions and into the s
(Fig. 4a) in order to be sure about which are the exte
forces that will contribute to the work done on it during
reversible displacement.
(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. (a) Definition of the volume element (dashed) used for the en
balance when the contact line recedes. All of the external forces contr
ing to the work done on the volume element are shown.g is the acceleration
of gravity. (b) Deformation of the liquid part of the volume element dur
a reversible displacement of the contact line (δs � h).

First of all, let us identify the forces acting on the boun
aries of the volume element (Fig. 4a). The surrounding liq
and vapor will act through the hydrostatic pressure exe
at the boundary surfaces. Viscous forces are absent in w
ever process as long as it is reversible. In addition, it ca
proved (see Appendix A) that, under very general assu
tions, any force acting at the upper edge of the LV surf
limiting the liquid element,FLV , will be tangential to the
surface. Although we all know thatFLV will be proportional
to σLV , we do not need a priori such information. This
lationship will come out in a natural way as an additio
result of our derivation. A similar argument can be appl
to the possible forcesFSV andFSL (see Fig. 4a). Finally
any forces arising from the boundaries located in the s
are not relevant, because at these regions the boundary
not move.

When the contact line recedes, the liquid fraction of
volume element will be deformed on the side of the LV int
face (Fig. 4b). One may think that the usual nonslip bou
ary condition of hydrodynamics forbids any displacemen
the fluid element at the LS interface. However, this is not
ways the case. Microscopic analyses [35] have shown
for nonwetting solid–liquid systems, large slippage of
liquid boundary layer is possible. Consequently, in gene
we must allow a certain degree of movement on the sid
the liquid opposite to the LV surface (Fig. 4b).
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After the displacement of the contact line, the internal
ergy of the volume element,U , will change and, accordin
to the first law of thermodynamics, this variation can be co
puted from the heat exchanged,δQ, and the work done b
the forces acting on the boundaries,δW :

δU = δW − δQ �= 0.

If this process is reversible and at constant temperature
former equation can be written as

(6)δG= δW + PδV + V δP,

whereδU has been written in terms of the Gibbs free ene
G (see Appendix B) [36].

Due to the fact that the solid portion of the volume e
ment remains unchanged (its boundaries do not move)
that, for the sake of simplicity, variations of energy are
glected in the vapor phase (condition 4), the thermodyna
functions and variables of Eq. (6) correspond to the liq
phase and the interfaces located inside the volume elem
First of all, we will calculate the changes in free energy,

(7)δG= δGL + δGσ + δGg,

where the subindexesL, σ , andg refer to the liquid “in-
trinsic” free energy (see Appendix B), the interface, and
gravitational free energies, respectively,

(8a)δGL = V δP,

(8b)δGσ = lσLVδs + l(σSV − σSL)δx1 + lδx2σSL(L),

(8c)δGg � 1

2
ρgh2l(δx1 − δx2)cosβ,

whereρ is the liquid density and, exceptσSL(L), all of the
other parameters have been defined previously or are de
in Fig. 4. The meaning ofσSL(L) will be clarified in Sec-
tion 4 (there, it will be shown that it is not exactly the sa
as the SL surface energy,σSL, and this is why we use a di
ferent notation; in fact,σSL(L) is the fraction ofσSL that can
be assigned to the liquid).

Now we shall calculate the work done by the exter
forces acting on the boundaries,

(9)δW = δWσ + δWP ,

whereδWσ andδWP are the work done by the surface forc
and by the pressure, respectively. The work done byFLV can
be evaluated through its components parallel and norm
the solid surface:

δWx = (FLV cosθ)(δx1 + δs cosθ),

δWy = (FLV sinθ)(δs sinθ).

Therefore

(10)δWLV = δWx + δWy = FLVδs + FLVδx1 cosθ.

The work done byFSL is simply

(11)δWSL = FSLδx2.
t.

d

The work done by the pressure is (see Appendix C)

(12)δWP = −PδV + hl(PV − P)δx1,

wherePV andP are the pressures in the vapor and liq
phases, respectively. In Eqs. (8c) and (12) the terms pro
tional to h andh2 can be neglected because, by virtue
conditions 1, the value ofh can be arbitrarily small. Conse
quently, in the limit whereh tends to zero, substitution o
Eqs. (8), (10), (11), and (12) into (6) leads to a simplifi
equation of energy balance:

(13)δGσ = δWσ .

In the way leading from Eq. (6) to this simplified ve
sion, we have seen that both gravity and pressure ha
negligible contribution to the energy balance of the volu
element in the limit where its boundary at the LV surfa
tends to the contact line. This fact does not constitute
kind of limitation on the validity of our derivation but sim
ply shows, in a rather easy way, that Young’s equation is
valid under gravity. Of course, if the volume element ha
finite height,h, then our analysis would say that the anglθ
measured at heighth would deviate from Young’s equatio
because of gravity and pressure contributions. This is eq
alent to saying that, in general and according to Lapla
law, the LV surfaces are curved and that this fact is expla
by our Eqs. (9) and (12).

Finally, because in general the displacementsδx1, δx2,
andδs are not related, the condition of a reversible proc
(Eq. (13)) splits into three new equations:

FLVδs = σLV lδs,

FSLδx2 = σSL(L)lδx2,

(14)FLV cosθδx1 = (σSV − σSL)lδx1.

The first and second ones identify the forces as ari
from the surface energies (the exact meaning ofσSL(L) will
be clarified in Section 4), whereas a combination of the
and the third equations delivers Young’s equation (1). T
completes our derivation of Young’s equation.

3.2. Relaxation of the general conditions

The derivation above has been done by assuming tha
general conditions 1–4 are fulfilled. Now, we will relax som
of these conditions in order to clarify whether they are n
essary or not for the validity of Young’s equation.

Due to the very low densities of the vapor phase,
contribution to the free energy is negligible, indeed (con
tion 4). If the vapor phase were substituted by a second li
phase, its free energy would have to be taken into acco
Its volume element would be deformed, similarly to the fi
liquid, with the constraint that at the L–L interface both d
formations should be the same. In the energy balance e
tion, additional terms corresponding to this new phase
appear, but without any effect on the Young equation.
us stress, in passing, that the contribution of the solid b
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Fig. 5. Near the contact line, the LV surface deviates from the angle g
by Young’s equation (θ ) due to the finite range of the atomic interactions

phase to the energy balance is exactly zero because d
the reversible displacement it remains unchanged (Fig.

The atomic structure of matter raises the question a
the localization of surface energy. The energy of molec
will depart from its value in bulk wherever their distance
anyone of the interfaces is similar to, or less than, the ra
of intermolecular interactions,�. Therefore, surface ene
gies are localized, in fact, not on a surface but in a volu
of small but nonvanishing thickness (relaxation of con
tions 1). Our derivation is still valid in this case, provid
that the volume element is thick enough (thermodyna
limit, h 	 � in Fig. 4a) (see, for instance, De Gennes [1
who adapts the geometrical construction of Fig. 1 to
situation). At shorter distances from the contact line (
croscopic limit), the liquid surface will change its slope a
the angle can depart considerably from the value given
Young’s equation (Fig. 5) (see the experimental meas
ments shown in Fig. 3 of Ref. [37]).

Similarly to the atoms near the surface, those near
contact line will have a different energy from that in t
bulk. This is the origin of what is usually called the conta
line tension,τ . Its contribution to the energy balance lea
ing to the contact angle value has been treated by Boru
and Neumann [38], who generalized Gibbs’ thermodyn
ical analysis of the whole solid–liquid–vapor system. T
contribution ofτ adds an extra term to the Young’s equ
tion, which now becomes

(15)σLV cosθ = (σSV − σSL)− τ cosα

R
,

whereR is the curvature radius of the contact line, and
angle between the plane containing the contact line and
plane tangent to the surface of the solid (α = 0 for a flat
solid surface). It can be shown that our local approach
be extended without any difficulty to take into account t
effect ofτ (relaxation of condition 3).

Before passing to the next point, we want to disc
the localization of the contact line energy. Although it
strictly defined as the excess free energy of the atom
the contact line, the finite range of molecular interactio
discussed above implies that the region affected will be
calized within a radius of the order of� around the contac
line. The excess free energy in this region has thus the s
origin as the surface energy. Consequently, the deviatio
θ from the value given by Young’s equation when one
proaches the contact line (microscopic limit) can be use
evaluateτ . This has been done recently [37], and the va
obtained in this way agrees with Eq. (15). Finally, the co
mon origin ofσij andτ (namely, interatomic interactions
g

has led, recently, to the surprising result that, in general
line tension depends on the contact angle [39], i.e.,τ (θ).
This dependence is presumably more relevant than the
pendence of the surface tension on curvature. Consequ
before the curvature of the interfaces would have an effec
the values ofσij (relaxation of condition 2), Young’s equa
tion should be substituted by its generalized form, Eq. (
Although the dependence of the excess free energy on
face curvature has been included in the general derivatio
Boruvka and Neumann [38], in our opinion their generali
tion of Young’s equation is only formal. In the limit of highl
curved surfaces, we think that the Gibbsian concept of “
vature” [38] is not adequate to describe the complexity
the new situation.

In summary, most of the conditions listed above are
necessary for our derivation of Young’s equation, and
contribution of the contact line energy (condition 3) can
taken into account, giving rise to the generalized Eq. (
Our derivation is, therefore, valid under very general c
ditions (with gravity, for all geometries and for compre
ible fluids) provided that interfaces are not curved “in e
cess.” However, this does not constitute any limitation of
derivation because, in this situation, Young’s equation fa

4. Young’s equation as equilibrium of forces

Despite the immense progress achieved in the un
standing of surface phenomena since the original form
tion by Young of his equation, its elementary interpretat
as equilibrium of forces survives (Fig. 6a) [40]. If one a
sumes that the LV, SL, and SV interfaces are in a stat
biaxial tension, then mechanical equilibrium requires tha

(16)γLV cosθ = γSV − γSL,

where γij are surface tensions (forces per unit leng
whereas the symbolsσij (used in Sections 1–3) denote Gib
free energies per unit area. Although experiments and
ory state thatγLV = σLV (e.g., from our Eqs. (14)), the sam
correspondence cannot be established for the solid su
tensions, because it is difficult to understand how an non
formable solid surface can exert a force on the contact
In fact, Eq. (16) reduces to Young’s equation if

γSV − γSL = σSV − σSL,

that is, if the solid surface tensions differ from surface en
gies by a constant amount,σS0:

γSL = σSL − σS0,

(17)γSV = σSV − σS0.

Gibbs was aware of this, and proposed that surface tens
and surface energies were related through Eq. (17), w
σS0 would be the solid surface energy on vacuum [41]. Ho
ever, this reformulation of Young’s equation cannot be
duced from Gibbs’ derivation because, in his energy bala
of the whole system, forces do not appear explicitly.
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Fig. 6. (a) The classic interpretation of Young’s equation as an equilib
of forces. All surfaces are thought to be under biaxial tension. (b) The fo
that actually act near the contact line differ from the surface energies o
solid–fluid surfaces.σS0 is the surface energy of the solid in vacuum.
contrast with the LV surface, the surface of the fluids in contact with
solid can be under tension or compression.

In contrast, in our local analysis forces do appear
their relationship with surface energies is deduced, as
lows. From Eqs. (14) we can write

γLV

(
≡ FLV

l

)
= σLV ,

(18)γSL

(
≡ FSL

l

)
= σSL(L),

and, for completeness,

γSV

(
≡ FSV

l

)
= σSV(V ).

The meaning ofσSL(L) and σSV(V ) can be discusse
now, once conditions 1 have been relaxed. In view of Fig.
the displacementδx2 increases the SL surface of the volum
element on the side of the liquid, only. So,σSL(L) (which
multipliesδx2 in Eq. (8b)) represents the contribution of t
atoms of the liquid to the SL surface energy. Combina
of Eqs. (17) and (18) states thatσS0 is simply the contribu-
tion of the atoms of the solid toσSL andσSV. Now, Young’s
equation will be consistent with the equilibrium of forc
only if σS0 is independent of which fluid is in contact wi
the solid surface. If the “fluid” is vacuum, thenσSV(V ) will
be zero because no free energy can be assigned to va
and, consequently,σS0 will coincide withσSV in this partic-
ular case. In this way we arrive to the same conclusio
Gibbs, namely thatσS0 is the surface energy of the solid
vacuum.
m

Beyond its consequences for the understanding
Young’s equation, this result gives valuable informat
about the microscopic structure of the solid–fluid interfac
The contributions of the atoms on the side of the solid toσSL

andσLV are independent of the fluid. This means that
free energy of the solid does not change when it comes
contact with a fluid. In the particular case of immiscibili
this means that the microscopic structure of the solid n
the surface (the position, and the interactions of its atom
not affected at all by the presence of the fluid. This gen
conclusion could probably be useful for microscopic ana
ses of the solid–fluid interactions.

Previous authors usually decompose the value ofσSL into
three terms [41,42], as follows

σSL = σS0 + σL0 +�σSL

(19)=
(
σS0 + �σSL

2

)
+

(
σL0 + �σSL

2

)
,

where�σSL accounts for the interaction between the ato
of the L and S phases, respectively. In principle, the
ergy of interaction belongs to both phases and canno
distributed among them. However, from the very beginn
of this kind of analyses [41] it is considered that�σSL is
equally shared by the L and S phases, as implicitly in
cated by the right-hand side of Eq. (19). But this as
nation is quite arbitrary and enters in contradiction w
our own conclusion (namely, ifσSL(L) = σSL − σS0, then
σSL(L)= σL0 +�σSL).

To conclude this section we can say that Young’s eq
tion cannot be interpreted as the equilibrium of forces
Fig. 6a. The forces that actually act on the volume elem
containing the contact line are detailed in Fig. 6b.σSL(L)

andσSV(V ) are the surface tensions of the fluid surface
contact with the solid. So, the force exerted from the
side of the contact line is due to the interactions with
molecules of the gas phase adsorbed onto the solid su
the contribution of the molecules of the solid phase be
zero. In contrast withσSL, depending on the value ofσS0,

the liquid surfaces in contact with the solid can be in a s
of biaxial tension or compression. Additionally, Fig. 6b
more exact because the mechanical equilibrium of the t
surface tensions is only meaningful on a finite volume
ement around the contact line (and not on the contact
itself, because at the microscopic limit Young’s equatio
no longer valid).

The conclusions of this section follow from the assum
tion that slippage of the liquid over the solid surface is p
sible (at least at the microscopic level) [33]. If not, proba
the distribution of the interaction energy among phases
the decomposition of surface mechanical tensions in
tributions of liquid and solid surfaces, would be nonsen
Anyway, the validity of our derivation of Young’s equatio
does not depend on this assumption.
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5. Comparison with Gibbs’ derivation

As it was already noted in the Introduction, Gibbs’ tre
ment of the equilibrium conditions for a solid–fluid syste
relies on the general condition that the total energy must
minimum (global derivation). Although this is conceptua
clear, important difficulties arise when this condition m
be applied to an arbitrary geometry. The surface and vol
energies cannot be calculated analytically but, instead,
appear as surface and volume integrals where the inte
tion range is not specified. In this case, the only option
to follow a variational method and impose thatδU = 0 (at
constant entropy and temperature) for any departure f
the equilibrium geometry. By doing so, the variation in t
shape of the surfaces results in a term that accounts fo
displacement of the contact lines. Since the geometry is a
trary, the integrand of this term must be identically zero a
Young’s equation results. Following Gibbs, a local con
tion at the contact line is obtained from the global condit
δU = 0.

In our local derivation, we analyze the effect of a d
placement of the contact line on a volume element nea
contact line. Of course, now the energy of this volume e
ment will be, in general, modified according to Eq. (6) (a
thus, in contrast with the geometrical analysis of Fig.
However, if the displacement is reversible, thenδU = 0 for
the whole system. This means simply that the work d
by the forces acting on the boundary of the volume elem
is just the same and opposite in sign than the one don
the volume element on the rest of the system (the same
be stated for the heat exchanged). In general, gravitati
as well as surface energy changes will occur in the res
the system, whereas only surface energies are relevan
the volume element under analysis. So, our approach av
any explicit calculation of the energy terms that are imp
sible to calculate beyond the volume element boundarie
a general configuration where the geometry is not defin
In other words, the contact line displacement will have
sure an effect on, say, the gravitational and strain ener
of the whole system (Section 2); however, we are not w
ried about it because this effect is negligible as compare
that of the surface energies when the volume element
the contact line is analyzed.

Apart from the simplicity inherent in avoiding recour
to integral calculus, in our method, the displacements of
boundaries have an extra benefit. The energy balance e
tion (6) contains both thermodynamic functions (G or U )
and mechanical terms (the forces that do work). So, in f
our derivation mixes thermodynamics and mechanics, w
results in an explicit relationship between surface ener
and surface tensions (Eq. (18)). We think that, up to n
this relationship had not been previously derived by any
orous method.
-

l

r

r

-

Appendix A. Surface forces are tangential

Consider a thin element of liquid, whose free surface
tends from pointA toB and is orthogonal to the plane of th
figure (Fig. 7). Let 
FA be the force exerted by the surfa
of the liquid located at the right side of pointA. We want
to prove that the component orthogonal to the surface,FA⊥,
will necessarily be zero.

Our element of liquid will exert a force
F ′
B on the rest of

the liquid located on its left side and this force will be sim
lar to 
FA. In fact, by virtue of continuity, if the distancedAB
between pointsA andB is short enough,
F ′

B will tend to 
FA

and, consequently, the reaction of the liquid on the left s

FB (= − 
F ′

B) will tend to − 
FA. Let us now calculate th
torque of all external forces with respect to the midpointO .
For a thin element of liquid its weight can be neglected a
if dAB is short enough, pressure can be considered unif
Their contribution, and that of the tangential component
the forces, will be of second or higher order indAB . So, up
to first order, the net torque will depend only on the perp
dicular components of the surface forces:

(A.1)MO = FA⊥
dAB

2
+ |FB⊥|dAB

2
= (2FA⊥)

dAB

2
.

From Eq. (A.1), we are led to the conclusion that mechan
equilibrium (MO = 0) requires that the normal compone
of the force acting on the surface be zero.

Appendix B. Thermodynamical relationships

For a reversible process, the first law of thermodynam
accounts for the variation of the internal energy,δU , in terms
of the work done on the system,δW , and the variation o
entropy,

(B.1)δU = δW + T δS.

Fig. 7. Analysis of the mechanical equilibrium of a thin volume elem
(dashed) containing the LV surface between pointsA andB. The net torque
will be zero only if the normal components of surface forces,FB⊥ and
FA⊥, vanish.
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For our purposes, it is more convenient to expressU as a
function of the Gibbs free energy,

(B.2)G≡U + PV − T S.

Substitution of Eq. (B.2) into Eq. (B.1) leads to

(B.3)δG= δW + PδV + V δP − SδT ,

which, for a process at constant temperature, reduces to

(B.4)δG= δW + PδV + V δP.

If this equation is applied to a bulk phase, the workδW is
just−PδV and, therefore,

(B.5)δG= V δP,

which is called the intrinsic free energy.

Appendix C. Work done by pressure

The work done by pressure on our element of volume
be decomposed into two contributions,

(C.1)δWP = δWV + δWL,

whereV andL refer to the surrounding vapor and liquid, r
spectively. The work done by the vapor phase,δWV , can be
computed in the limit where the displacement of the con
line is very small (δs � h in Fig. 4b). This leads to

δWP = PV lhδx1 + δWL

(C.2)= (PV − P)lhδx1 + P lhδx1 + δWL.

The last two terms can be easily interpreted with the h
of Fig. 8. They correspond to the work done by the liq
surrounding the bulk portion of our volume element. C
sequently, whatever the deformation of the volume elem
we know that their addition will be equal to−PδV , and we
arrive to the desired result:

(C.3)δWP = (PV − P)lhδx1 − PδV.

Fig. 8. The pressure acting on any boundary surface of the bulk portio
the liquid element near the contact line is the pressure in the liquid,P .
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